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Abstract-Design techniques for self-calibration of the digitalto-analog converter DAC in a multibit sigma-delta modulator
are described. When used in conjunction with dynamic element
matching, self-calibration provides linearity performance suitable
for digital audio applications. The dynamic element matching
circuitry provides the mechanism of determining device mismatch
for self-calibration. Practical circuit details and an effective
calibration method are discussed. Test results from a 1-pm
CMOS test chip are presented. In this test system, a second-order
loop with a 3-b quantizer achieves an 89-dB dynamic range and
-91-dB harmonic distortion after calibration. In addition, a new
method of detecting the presence of tones is described, using the
entropy of the spectrum of the decimation filter output.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

Charge-redistribution DAC’s are used in the modulator, and
such DAC’s built in untrimmed CMOS technology are typically limited to about 10 b of linearity due to random
mismatches between nominally identical unit capacitors. These
linearity errors due to capacitor mismatch are primarily removed by self-calibration of the unit capacitor values. This will
improve the DAC linearity from about 10 b to about 14 b. The
remaining capacitor mismatch errors may then be randomized
with dynamic element matching. Dynamic element matching
is a technique that will statistically eliminate the mismatches
between the discrete devices in the DAC by assigning each
unit DAC capacitor in a random order to the codes being
converted. Although this results in the effective elimination of
harmonics, white noise that is proportional to the degree of
physical capacitor mismatch is introduced into the modulator.
The test chip demonstrates that self-calibration of the eight
DAC capacitors can reduce the inherent device mismatch to
a level where high linearity and low noise are simultaneously
possible when random dynamic element matching is used. The
randomizing circuitry is also an essential tool for measuring
the physical device mismatch, and it is used in the process of
self-calibration.

ANY approaches to designing oversampled
sigma-delta modulators for high-precision analogto-digital conversion have been recently reported in the
literature [ 1]-[5]. One class of high-resolution modulators
uses single-bit quantizers and feedback loops with orders
greater than two to achieve the required quantization noise
and harmonic distortion specifications. Another option is
using a multibit quantizer, which allows a second-order loop
to exhibit low quantization noise. This configuration has
significant advantages over the single-bit system. Because of
11. MODULATOR
DESCRIPTION
unconditional stability of a second-order loop, recovery from
Refer to Fig. 1 for a block diagram of the modulator.
overload is assured. The portion of the decimation filtering
that is performed by a sinc filter can use a simple, low-order The second-order loop is built around two switched-capacitor
filter. The general behavior of the modulator will approximate integrators. These are followed by a 3-b flash analog-to-digital
a linear feedback loop more closely than will a single-bit converter (ADC), using an array of capacitive voltage dividers
loop. Consequently the tone energy will be low, and the and seven latch comparators. This ADC is designed with seven
modulator will be able to follow a large-signal input more transition levels between a full scale of *3-V differential.
smoothly as the input level approaches full scale and avoid Because of its location in the loop, any offset or matching
the increased noise that is present with single-bit quantizers. errors in the ADC do not limit linearity of the modulator.
It is well known, however, that the overall linearity of the Simulations show that the transition voltage levels of the ADC
modulator will be limited to that of the multibit digital-to- may have random errors on the order of 100 mV without
analog converter (DAC), and some mechanism for correcting degrading the precision of the modulator. The 7-b thermometer
the linearity errors of a monolithic DAC is needed. While code output of the ADC comparators is converted to an output
other authors have chosen digital error correction [6], the Gray code, and it is also fed back to drive the unit capacitors
design reported here uses analog self-calibration [ lo]-[ 121 and in the DAC’s. Gray code is used to minimize the switching
dynamic element matching [7]-[9] to enhance DAC linearity. noise contributed by the three digital pad drivers. The DAC
The test chip for the self-calibration approach is a fully is designed with eight output voltages between a full scale
differential CMOS implementation for a single 5-V supply. of &3.5-V differential. The difference between the ADC and
DAC full-scale levels accounts for a factor of 4/3 of the
Manuscript received May 17, 1993; revised July 30, 1993.
second-stage gain of two shown in Fig. 1, with the additional
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sequence generator

into eight calibration registers. Fig. 3 is a simplified schematic
of the capacitor trimming circuitry for each of the eight
DAC unit capacitors. Although fully differential switchedcapacitor circuits are used in the modulator, a simplified
half-circuit is shown in the figure. The effective capacitive
value of each of the unit capacitors may be trimmed by
a parallel capacitive network. Binary bits loaded into the
corresponding 8-b calibration register select switch positions
for a series-coupled binary weighted capacitor array. The
parallel capacitance of this array can alter the unit capacitor
value over a total range of one part in 256, so the trimming
resolution is one part in 216. A total of eight of these correction
arrays and calibration registers are needed in the modulator.
Simulations of the modulator system must also be used
to find an appropriate design of the pseudorandom number
LThermometer code output lines from ADC
generator. The sequence goveming the rotation of the DAC
Control lines for eight DAC capacitor switches--)
capacitors will repeat after some time interval, since it is
Bi = Output bit i from random number genwator
generated by a practical number generator of finite length.
Fig. 2. Buttefly randomizer network.
The mechanism of dynamic element matching is a complex
combination of modulation of the input signal with a lowADC comparators and the DAC capacitor switches there is an frequency rotation sequence in the presence of the nonlinearity
intervening randomizer block that assigns unit capacitors in of the DAC characteristic. When simulations are performed on
the DAC’s to corresponding thermometer code lines in one of the modulator and decimation system, assuming a Gaussian
4 096 combinations. The randomizer is a “butterfly” array of distribution of capacitor mismatch errors, the baseband output
CMOS switches [9], shown in Fig. 2. The particular ordering spectrum exhibits many frequency bins containing concentraused at any modulator clock period is determined by the state tions of harmonic energy. As the length of the pseudorandom
of 12 b taken from a 24-b pseudorandom number generator. sequence is increased, this harmonic energy is distributed
When the modulator is used to actively convert samples, the among an increasing number of bins, reducing the peak energy
clock of the random number generator is run at the same rate in any single bin. Simulations showed that selecting a shift
as the modulator, giving a new pseudorandom reordering for register length of 20 b reduces the harmonic energy far below
each input sample.
the expected level of device thermal noise. Since adding a few
System simulations were again used to determine that the extra bits to the shift register consumes minimal chip area, a
linearity of the DAC feeding back into the second integrator conservative length of 24 b was chosen. Of these 24 output
does not significantly affect the overall modulator linearity. bits, 12 were arbitrarily selected to drive the switches of the
Introducing random capacitor mismatch at the 10-b level for butterfly randomizer.
this DAC in the simulations did not significantly affect noise
The method of random number generation must also be
or distortion performance of the modulator, and therefore this chosen carefully. Hardware random number generators often
DAC need not be calibrated. It was also clear from simulations use linear feedback shift registers, where a logical exclusive
that the capacitor voltage coefficient typically observed for OR of high-order bits are fed back to recirculate into the lowthe metal-to-polysilicide capacitors in the process to be used order shift input. Although this method may be satisfactory
would not be responsible for any significant generation of for generating bit sequences interpreted as binary numbers,
harmonics.
it is not appropriate for this case where rotating pattems of
The eight unit capacitors in the DAC feeding the first bits cause repeatable pattems of capacitor application in the
integrator may be trimmed by loading digital correction values DAC’s, visible as baseband harmonics.
Fig. 1. Modulator block diagram.
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The method used for pseudorandom number generation in
this system is one usually employed in software routines [ 181,
1191. It is also based on a shift register, where bits are shifted
to more significant locations, with a "zero" bit inserted into the
least significant bit, on each clock. However, if a "one" bit is
shifted out of the most significant bit, then the entire contents
of the register is exclusive ORed with a special binary constant.
For a 24-bit register the appropriate constant is hexadecimal
1D872B. This algorithm can be implemented very efficiently
in CMOS technology with the circuit shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 is the fully differential op amp used in the first
integrator. It is designed to give a gain of about 80 dB with a
single 5-V supply. Simulations show that a high-gain amplifier
is needed with the nonlinear large-signal transfer characteristic
typical of practical op amps. Not shown in the figure are
the conventional switched-capacitor common-mode feedback
devices 1141. The opamp uses a gain-enhancement cascode
technique 1151, 1161 with a new topology for the auxiliary
cascode feedback amplifiers (for example, M17-M21). This
feedback amplifier design has the advantage of allowing
the maximum output swing possible, within a few hundred
millivolts of the supply rails, but only requiring a few devices
per amplifier.
The op amp input devices M I - M ~are in a cross-coupled
class AB configuration. Usually this arrangement is driven by
a pair of level-shift devices that establish the quiescent current
through the amplifier by setting the bias voltage between n-

First integrator schematic.

channel and p-channel gates [ 171. However, these level-shift
devices can contribute a large amount of input-referred noise
because there is no isolating voltage gain between them and
the input terminals. The first integrator in this modulator uses
two identical switched-capacitorfeedback networks around the
op amp, as shown in Fig. 6. One network drives the n-channel
differential inputs VIN+N and V I N - N and
, the other the pchannel inputs VIN+Pand VIN-P.The quiescent bias for the
op amp is established by precharging these capacitor networks
to two different common-mode bias levels, VBN and VBP.
These voltages are derived across diode-connected devices
that match the n- and p-channel op amp input transistors.
The kT/C noise contributed by the integrator switches is
minimized by increasing the size of the capacitors over what
would be required in a conventionally biased integrator. Circuit
optimization of the op amp device widths showed that it
was possible to provide greater transient current to slew this
increased capacitance and consume less overall power than
in the conventional case of many noise-contributing devices
operating at high bias current levels. Only one of the four
DAC capacitor arrays actually needs to be trimmed to make
the differential charge inserted by each unit capacitor pair
matched with the others. Slight differences in common-mode
charge will be attenuated by the common-mode rejection of
the system.
The second integrator is of a conventional design, with a
two-input class AB op amp using level shift devices. Minimizing input referred noise at this integrator is not important
for low modulator noise.
111. CALIBRATION

Because of the dynamic element matching, output energy
concentrated at harmonics of the input signal due to capacitor
mismatch will be eliminated, but as a tradeoff white noise
will be introduced into the modulator. The power of this white
noise is proportional to the variance among the DAC capacitor
values. If the DAC capacitors were ideally trimmed to exactly
match each other in value, then any random reordering of
how these capacitors are used will not introduce any modu-
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lator noise. Therefore any noise power that is introduced by
dynamic element matching is a direct measure of the degree
of capacitor mismatch. This noise power may be measured by
simply calculating the variance of the digital samples at the
output of the decimation filter with the analog input voltage set
to zero. The modulator may then be calibrated by adjusting the
eight 8-b calibration register words with a multidimensional
numerical optimization algorithm to minimize this power.
When the optimum values for the calibration registers have
been found, the effective values of all the DAC capacitors
will be close to identical.
For this calibration process to be effective, the noise from
the randomized DAC capacitors must be the dominant noise
contribution at the output. This process is made statistically
valid in the presence of modulator quantization and device
noise by driving the random number generator clock during
calibration at a frequency equal to the cutoff frequency of
the decimation filter that follows this modulator. For example,
with an oversampling ratio of 128 to 1, the randomizer would
be clocked at a rate of U256 times the modulator clock
during the calibration phase. This injects colored noise into the
modulator loop containing most of its energy at frequencies
that will survive the decimation filter, and with a power
proportional to the extent of capacitor mismatch. This lowfrequency noise energy will pass through the modulator and
filter and will appear much larger than the intrinsic modulator
noise energy. Therefore the numerical routine to minimize this
noise power will converge where all capacitors have essentially
equal values. After calibration the randomizer clock can be
set back to the modulator clock frequency to allow active
conversions to be run.
The calibration process can be carried out effectively at
test time with an extemal processor, followed by the optimum calibration register values set into ROM on chip. This
technique has been found to be effective for self-calibration
of a charge-redistribution ADC, as the required calibration
correction for capacitor ratios has been found to be stable
over temperature and lifetime variations [ 131. The processor
would read the digital stream from an appropriate decimation
filter, compute the statistical variance and trim the calibration

OE+OO
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2 6

Fig. 8. Calibration noise versus calibration register value.

values appropriately. Note that no precision analog source is
needed in the calibration process.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
The test chip was built in a 1-pm CMOS process with
metal-to-polysilicide capacitors. It includes the modulator, the
pseudorandom number generator, and the butterfly randomizer.
The calibration registers on chip are a static shift register,
and the randomizer clock is fed extemally during calibration.
In a practical version of this modulator an additional digital
frequency divider would be needed to generate the randomizer
clock during calibration. For all measurements the modulator
was clocked at 6.144 MHz. The decimation filtering, with an
oversampling ratio of 128 to 1, was pedorrned extemally by
a test processor.
The measured results in Fig. 7 show the effectiveness of
slowing down the randomizer clock during calibration to
within the passband of the decimation filter. The plots are
the spectra found at the output of the decimation filter with
the input voltage set to zero. For this test the DAC capacitor
calibration registers are all set to nominal values, and there is
capacitor mismatch at about the 10-b level due to processing
variations. There is a significant level of noise introduced by
running the randomizer at the modulator rate, as seen in the top
spectrum, but any progress toward calibration would quickly
lower this noise into the modulator noise floor. The lower
spectrum was measured with the random number generator
running at an example rate of 6 KHz. Now the noise introduced
by randomizing the mismatched capacitors is colored, and it is
concentrated at frequencies that survive the decimation filter.
The increase in power level at the filter output is evident,
providing a statistically dominant mismatch measurement for
the entire calibration process.
One-dimensional variations in the calibration cost function
are shown graphically in Fig. 8. This plot is the measured
noise power at the filter output as each of the eight calibration
registers are swept over their full range. Only one register
is varied for each curve, with the other seven held at their
optimum values. When the noise level reaches a minimum,
capacitor matching is optimum. Note that since all capacitors
mav
.....,be
-.trimmed. there are actuallv many possible combina-
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tions of calibration register values that minimize the variance
among their values. Any numerical minimization routine can
iteratively find an optimum combination of register values. For
the experimental testing, a simple gradient descent algorithm
was used.
Figs. 9 through 12 are measured test results with a 0.5VRMS low-distortion sine wave at 2 kHz applied at the input.
The figures are four audio passband output spectra of the
decimation filter. The first plot in Fig. 9 shows the spectrum

at the filter output with all of the calibration registers set to
a nominal value and the randomizer turned off. (This is the
case of a simple second-order modulator with an uncalibrated
DAC.) The harmonics of the input signal are those due to the
nonlinearity of the first-stage DAC, originating from capacitor
mismatch at about the 10-b level. The next plot in Fig. 10
is the result of tuming the randomizer on. The energy in the
harmonics has been spread out into white noise by the dynamic
element matching, raising the noise floor by about 13 dB.
Next, in Fig. 11, the randomizer is tumed back off and the
calibration registers are loaded with values derived from the
optimization procedure. Note that the linearity of the DAC is
greatly improved, resulting in harmonic energy about 22 dB
lower than that in the uncalibrated case. Finally, in Fig. 12, the
randomizer is turned on with these optimum calibration words
in place. The remaining nonlinearity is spread out to raise the
noise floor by only about 3 dB, leaving both harmonics and
noise at about the -90-dB level.
Fig. 13 is the characteristic of the modulator as the input level is swept. Note that a high signal-to-noise ratio is
maintained very close to full scale by the multibit quantizer.
The signal-to-noise plus distortion curve tails off due to
nonlinearity in the op amps and the input sampling network.
Although some theoretical work seems to predict that all
quantization noise in a second-order loop with a 3-b quantizer
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Fig. 14 shows the result of a systematic search for tones.
The dc input level is swept with an increment of 1 mV,
and the entropy of the spectrum found at the decimation
filter output is measured. Entropy is usually a measure of
structure or information content in a statistical system. This
same measure may be applied to a frequency spectrum as a
measure of structure. Spectral entropy will be high for white
noise, and it will be lower for any spectrum where some
discrete frequencies are more energetic than the rest. This
measure is inherently independent of the actual noise level of
the spectrum. Therefore, the entropy is a natural quantification
to be used in a search for tones, where the presence of one or
more predominant frequencies over a noise floor of any level
is to be reported.
Assume that Pi is the power found in frequency bin number
i in the discrete Fourier transform of the decimation filter
output. Then define

Pa

P i = pz/

will be white [20], there are a few low-level tones that are
measurable from the test chip. The tones exhibit a high-pass
shaped characteristic in the frequency domain as the modulator
dc input level is varied. This usually is observed with tones
inherent to the modulator system. However, since all attempts
to simulate these tones have failed so far, a mechanism of
parasitic feedback within the test system cannot be ruled out
as a cause.

a

as the fractional bin power. The entropy is then defined in the
usual way as
i

For a spectrum of white noise, p i = l / n , where n is the
number of frequency bins. In this case S = - In( l / n ) , the
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Fig. 19. Chip photomicrograph.

highest possible value. For a 1024-point FFT, n = 5 12 and with levels spaced to step over 0 V gives an effective tone
S = 6.238. The entropy of most of the data points plotted behavior that is superior to single-bit quantizers with tones in
in Fig. 14 approaches this theoretical limit. At any dc input the neighborhood of 0 V.
Fig. 19 is a die photo of the test chip. The circuit occupies
level where there is structure in the spectrum, the entropy will
be lower than its maximum limit. Tones in the modulator are 5800 pm x 3200 pm of silicon area in the 1-pm process
indicated by the downward spikes in the figure. In practice, (including bond pads), and consumes 100 mW of power from
entropy should be calculated for a spectrum accumulated as the 5-V supply with the randomizer running.
the time average of several measured spectra. For Fig. 14,
four measured spectra were averaged to give a statistically
v. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
meaningful computation of entropy. As the dc input level
approaches full scale, the modulator approaches overload and
ADC’s in the past have been calibrated using algorithmic
the noise level increases dramatically. The slightly increased methods to calculate the necessary correction values for caentropy seen at the extremes of Fig. 14 occurs when the noise pacitor mismatch. This paper demonstrates the technique of
level has increased to unusable levels.
using noise power measurements in a sigma-delta modulator
As can be seen from Fig. 14, tones in this modulator for self-calibrating a multibit DAC. This method uses randomare visible centered around the few dc input voltages that ization circuitry that lowers distortion further with dynamic
correspond to the DAC output levels. Fig. 15 shows the element matching.
migration and shaping of the worst-case tone through the
The noise floor of -89 dB observed in testing of this
baseband as the dc input is slowly varied. This tone is around modulator was much higher than expected. During design the
the DAC output level at 2.5 V. As can be seen in Fig. 16, contributions of the expected noise sources of modulator quantuming the randomizer on has little effect on the tone energy, tization, amplifier device thermal noise and switch kT/C noise
other than a slight effective dc level shift. Figs. 17 and 18 show had all been determined through simulations to be less than
similar results from a tone of much lower energy around 0.5 V. 108 dB below the full-scale signal level. The multibit DAC
The frequency shaping of this tone can be more clearly seen. easily allowed this low level of theoretical quantization noise,
The DAC’s in this modulator have output levels at 50.5, and the extra complexity of the self-calibration system was
51.5, k2.5 and 53.5 V. Since there is no DAC output level viewed as a worthwhile tradeoff for superior stability and tone
at zero volts, no tone was found that would be present in the behavior. During testing, however, the observed noise level
case of a low-level input signal or an idle channel. The few did not follow the dependence on frequency, oversampling
tones that are present at these large dc offsets should be swept ratio or chip temperature that would lead to its explanation as
through with large signals. In this sense a multibit quantizer any of the expected noise sources. Since the observed noise
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floor did vary significantly with the power-supply voltage
fed to the on-chip multiphase clock generator, it appears the
limitation is due to digital switching noise coupled through the
substrate in this particular implementation. If the modulator
system detailed here is fabricated with techniques for reduced
substrate noise now being discussed in the literature [21],
we expect that its performance can compare favorably to
higher order modulators with single-bit quantizers, without
their attendant problems of potential instability and intrusive
tones at low signal levels.
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